Modernize & Formalize your CAD licenses
In many ways, BricsCAD V18 is what CAD users have been waiting for, an alternative that:
•

is completely compatible with AutoCAD – commands, APIs and support files.

•

is a modern 3D CAD with Direct Modeling, 2D/3D Constraints modeling with hooks
into BIM and Sheet Metal technology

•

offers innovative productivity tools for drafting like QUAD (data editing), Drawings
Explorer (data management), enhanced selection, tool palettes and more.

•

is recognized as “better than the most popular CAD software” with far more friendlier
policies and relationships.

•

is not just yet another CAD software to formalize your seats, now you can be
productive and work with it as well on your mission critical projects.

Why is this a milestone release?
With V18, BricsCAD has matured to become a robust .dwg CAD platform. It can read and
write .dwg files upto the latest 2018 .dwg file format. There is an eco-system of over 2000+
third-party applications to choose from to help you complete your work efficiently.
With a single upgrade from your old AutoCAD seats (or your legacy 3D CAD modeling
software) to BricsCAD V18, you and your team can be using the most modern CAD
technology with the most modern performance. Or, as upFront.eZine says: “BricsCAD
doesn’t just lack the negative aspects of AutoCAD or Solidworks; it has its advantages.” And
“BricsCAD operates a lot like AutoCAD — yet is much more economical.”
More importantly, you can modernize, formalize and fundamentally lower your CAD cost at
the same time.
Better than AutoCAD?
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Yes, in several important ways, BricsCAD is now better than AutoCAD. Enhanced selection
methods, QUAD editing (instead of properties), dynamic push-pull modeling, Drawings
Explorer, faster search based parameter settings and a whole new set of system variables
allow finer and better control of the .DWG environment that is not possible in other CAD
systems.
BricsCAD offers all this at a price that is a quarter of that of AutoCAD. And because
BricsCAD can efficiently run on a smaller hardware footprint (processor, RAM, disk space)
than AutoCAD, it often saves managers from a forced hardware upgrade – adding to the
savings.
Very powerful and simple.
So, in essence, V18 gives teams much more stuff for much less cost. In fact, the majority
of our users (and administrators) with experience in both products are reporting that they
are as or more productive with BricsCAD than with AutoCAD
Read the 5-page introduction to this book
UpFront.eZine, publisher of over 100 CAD books, published the 280-page ebook: “BricsCAD
V17 for AutoCAD Users”. Nearly everything written here is underscored by the book.

We

again point out two quotes:
-- “BricsCAD doesn’t just lack the negative aspects of AutoCAD; it has its advantages”
-- “In summary, BricsCAD operates a lot like AutoCAD — yet is much more economical”
At the very least, read the 5-page introduction, available for free at:
http://bricsys.com/bricscad/docs/en_INTL/V17/BricsCADV17ForAutoCADusers-en_INTL.pdf
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